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Friday, June 25, 2010, Nutmeg member Dale Ziegenfelder beat 
his personal record for longest glider flight!  Dale piloted the club 

1-26 on a 3500' tow and proceeded to climb to 6600' MSL.  Dale 
landed the glider 3 hrs. 19 min's later.  Congratulations to Dale on 
his achievement! 

. 

Nutmeg Fleet Status 

 

Bruce Stobbe 

 
A new page has been added to the website to help  
communicate the flight status of the Nutmeg fleet to 
the membership.  It can be found under the 
Flying/Aircraft Status tab at the top of the home 
page.   
 
http://www.nutmegsoaring.org/Page.asp?n=31146&

snid=467936956&org=nutmegsoaring.org  
 
Note that although we will attempt to keep this page 
as current as possible, any notation on or in the 
aircraft itself that indicates OTS or grounded status 
should be considered to take precedence over the 
information on the website.  ◊ 
 

 

Duty Pilot Schedule 

 

 

Upcoming Meeting Dates 

 

* Note – All dates are Saturday 

 

Board of Directors General Membership 

August 21st  September 4th  
October 9th  November 6th  

  

 

http://www.nutmegsoaring.org/Page.asp?n=31146&snid=467936956&org=nutmegsoaring.org
http://www.nutmegsoaring.org/Page.asp?n=31146&snid=467936956&org=nutmegsoaring.org
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Recycling Magic in Old Hangar 

 

Tom Albrecht 

 

During the weekend of June 26-27 Don M. and 
Frank M. built a new workbench in the old 

hangar from recycled lumber.  In this photo we 
see them load testing the work bench top.  After 
a 30 minute break it was deemed to be strong 
enough. ◊ 
 

 
 

Mid Week Soaring 

Communications 

 

 

Jeff Driscoll 

 
Here's the formula for 
getting on the mid-week list 

and communicating with everyone. If we follow 
these simple rules, we'll have more success 
getting some flying organized. 
 
1. If you're not on the mid-week list, here's how 

to get on: 
 
Send an email message to lists@NutmegSoaring.org 
with the words (and only these words) “subscribe 
midweek” in the body.  
 
Note that I mistakenly put "subscribe midweek" 

in the subject line and it didn't work. Then I read 
the instructions again and put it in the body of 
the message; worked fine. 
 
2. If you want to communicate with everyone on 
the list, send your email to: 
 midweek@NutmegSoaring.org 
 
3. When replying, reply to: 
midweek@NutmegSoaring.org not to an 
individual, unless you intend to ask them 
specifically if they can tow or instruct. 
 
4. If you want to let everyone know your answer 
to a request from an individual, send your 
response to midweek@NutmegSoaring.org 
 
Happy Soaring! ◊  
 

 

 

Did You Know? 

 

Doug Laitinen 

 
One of the least checked items during pre flight 
inspections are glider tire pressures.  Low tire 
pressure is a significant safety issue during 

landing and can result in a blow out and/or loss 
of control with subsequent damage to the glider 
and injury to the pilot and others.  Additionally, 
the tires on the Super Blaniks cost over $350 a 
piece and are only manufactured in the Czech 
Republic – making replacement a non trivial 
exercise.  So, during your next pre flight 
inspection, take an extra few moments to check 
the tire pressure and add a few pounds of air if 
necessary. ◊ 

 

 

 

mailto:lists@NutmegSoaring.org
mailto:midweek@NutmegSoaring.org
mailto:midweek@NutmegSoaring.org
mailto:midweek@NutmegSoaring.org
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“ADMIN BUILDING” To “CLUBHOUSE” 

Conversion 

 

Winnie Kenyon 

 

 

 
 
Our cookie jar is bulging!  We have exceeded our 
goal of $2500! 
 
With heartfelt thanks to everyone involved, we 
have successfully created a kitchen and renovated 
our bathroom.  A lot of "woman power" as well as 
manpower got this project completed, and we 
have tried to recognize our craftsmen, donations 
of equipment, and cash contributions in $100 
increments with "cookies."  Please check out our 
cookie tree in the clubhouse - it represents a 
tremendous amount of cooperation by the 

members of the Club.  Thank you, Carol Kinney, 
for the creation and maintenance of our cookie 
jar. 
  
 
 

 
 
 
For those who may not know, Amy, who 
purchased ducks and organized our Duck Race on 
July 3rd, raised $500. Also, our dinners have 
tended to net $200 each and with future events, 

we can bolster our funds to pay for "wish list" 
items - we haven't stopped thinking about further 
improvement! 
 
The week of encampment was a brutal one for 
heat, but Mac, Jim, Doug, Deb, Bob D., Dale, and 
Peter, pushed on to varnish the kitchen door and 

paint the exterior doors, entrance and railings to 

beautify our clubhouse. Be sure to check out the 
new Boyce Bench on the porch.  To cheer us as we 
sit on the porch, we have Carol Ward, Beth 
Albrecht and Amy Driscoll to thank for the colorful 
flower beds.   
 
I thank all of the Club members for the gift of 

associate membership.  I was totally surprised, 
and I truly appreciate the gesture. 
 
With Gratitude, 
Winnie Kenyon ◊ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Restored Bench – Ready for Use! 

 

Tom Albrecht 

 

Pictured below is Nutmeg Soaring Assoc. long time 
member John Boyce, sitting on the newly 
refurbished wood and iron bench that he restored 
for the back porch.  Thanks, John, for doing a 
beautiful job restoring the bench.  Top quality 
wood work as usual! ◊ 
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NUTMEG SOARING ASSOCIATION 

GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING 
FREEHOLD CLUB HOUSE 

JULY 10, 2010 

 
 

 

The meeting was called to order at 4:00 P.M.    
 
The following items were discussed: 
 

 Moving the windsock due to ground handling damage. 
 

 Varying the location where you drive your golf cart to preserve grass. 
 

 Gazebo will be placed on blocks at the runway 30 end of the field. 
 

 Pancake breakfast early August, early morning to get revenue and interest. Under this heading the 
following items came to discussion 

 
        Rides in the glider 
  Cooks 
  Advertising 
 
 A Motion was made for a pancake breakfast on August 14th with a rain date of August  
 15th. This Motion was vetoed. 

 

 Jim Sidway and Doug Laitinen did a real service job on the L-33 lubricating and adjusting the aileron 
bearings.  This took several hours as just getting to the problem required removal of the floor panels 
and wheel faring. 

 
The meeting was adjourned at 5:25 P.M. 
 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
Don “Mac” McKinlay 
Secretary 
◊ 
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New Member Welcome 

 

Tom Albrecht and Betty Boyce 

 

Saturday, July 3, 2010 Nutmeg Soaring Assoc. 
welcomed a new member into the club.  Chauncey 
Webb, a resident of Ct. and brother to another 
Nutmeg member, Randol Webb, took a glider flight 
with instructor Jim Sidway in a club L-23.  
 
Chauncey Webb had previously earned his glider 
pilot rating in Colorado in 2009. 
 

We wish Chauncey a happy glider flying season at 
Freehold Airport.  When you see him please extend a 
warm welcome! 

 

 

 

 

 

New 90 Day Member – Keith Crossley 

 
Please welcome Keith Crossley  - new 90 Day 
Member.  Since joining June 19th, Keith has been 
very active getting as many training flights in as 
possible and helping on the flight line.  Keith hails 
from Manhattan.  If you happen to see Keith the next 
time you're at the airport please extend a welcome 
to him! ◊ 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Tail Support 

 

Tom Albrecht 

Recently, Bill K. spent time developing and building a 
prototype tail support for the Super Blanik glider.  

This device is intended to decrease the angle of 
attack at the wings.  This should help to reduce the 
risk of a strong wind lifting the glider into the air 
while tied down.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aerobatics Ground School 

 

Randol Webb 

Saturday morning, at the club house porch, 0900 
military 9:00 am for normal people.  Please don't 
hold up everyone else. Let 0900 be 0900. 
 

For those that haven't done the parachute and glider 
egress training, we will do that. 
 
Aerodynamics discussion will include questions about 
ANYTHING you puzzle over.   
 
Randol ◊ 
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Record Keeping 

 

Jim Sidway 

 

 
 

 
 
There have been several non-weekend days when 
flying has happened this year and the record 
keeping has been abominable (and it hasn’t been 
too good on the weekends either).  Please 
remember that just because there is no official 
Duty Pilot scheduled the need for keeping an 
accurate and complete Daily Log sheet is no less 
important.   
 
Every launch needs to be recorded with the pilots 
name and instructor if applicable, the launch time 
(actual time in 24 hour notation – you do not need 

to round to the nearest 5 minutes), tow plane 
identifier and for club ships the actual landing 
time for all flights including the last one of 
the day (the launch and landing times are 
both needed because we are legally required to 
keep a record of cumulative hours on the airframe 
of each club glider – Nutmeg does not need to 

maintain that information for private ships).   
 
Even though I rely on the Tow Pilot Log for release 
altitudes it is appreciated when the Daily Log sheet 
is accurate as well with regards to those numbers.  
You don’t need to enter an amount for the tow 
fee.  Please log the flights in the actual order in 

which they occurred.  And please put the 
completed log sheet in the black mailbox on the 
west wall inside Hangar 10 (the tow plane hangar) 
– it is really annoying when I have to go searching 
for them in the equipment trailer or the golf carts. 
  
Incomplete and inaccurate record keeping makes 

for inaccurate bookkeeping and it is really 
frustrating when I have to send an email and ask 
the pilot what their release altitude was and/or 
what the duration of the flight was.  It is equally 
frustrating when I have to go back and change my 
records when you send me your checks with notes 

telling me that a particular tow was to a different 
altitude that what I billed you for.  Please 
understand that I have a stressful full-time job and 
I don’t need a second stressful part-time job.  Your 
cooperation will be greatly appreciated. 
  
Happy soaring! ◊ 
 

2010 Annual Bird Box Report 

 

Don “Mac” McKinlay 

 

This year there were 28 boxes in place.  Occupancy 
was 100%.  
 

Five   boxes were used by Bluebirds. Two pair 
raised a second clutch with 28 young fledglings 
leaving their house. 
 
The Swallows successfully produced 111 (one 
hundred eleven) who left their house searching for 
bugs to eat on their own. 

 
Though these numbers seem high, the experts 
declare that only 20% of the songbirds survive 
their first year.  
 
I feel that the project has been a great success; I 
enjoy doing it and hope some of the other 

members do also.  ◊ 
 

 

 

Club Mascot Returns Home 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

“Dexter”, beloved 
companion of Bob 
and Carol Ward 
passed recently at 
the age of 16.   
 
 
Dexter was a constant presence at the airport, 
frequently hanging out with everyone at the 
flight line, alternating with trips to the swimming 
hole.  At Club meetings, Dexter always found 
the ideal location for affection and hand outs; he 
was a master at working the crowd.  Bob 
reminisced that Dexter really enjoyed going for 
a ride, be it in an airplane, car, or sail boat.  
Dexter is buried at the end of Runway 30, not 
far from his favorite swimming hole.  He will be 
missed. ◊ 
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Encampment  2010 

 

Don “Mac” McKinlay 

 

On Friday the 2nd day of July those who arrived early were treated to a great day of soaring with many 
thermals reaching 7,000 feet plus.  The light winds allowed many to achieve long distance flights with 
ease. 

 
Then things changed on Saturday, the sky showed little promise of great soaring but we amused 
ourselves with a great cookout and the first annual Rubber Ducky Race which provided us with one and a 
half hours of heart pounding suspense.   Unfortunately half of the Ducks were diverted in the fierce rapids 
and had to be rescued the next day.  There was a lot of discussion of making this an annual event.   
( Hopefully with the creek running a bit higher.) 
 
On Sunday Tom May and Mac took the L-33 Blanik to the parade in Windom.  The turnout for the parade 
was very large and the appearance of a plane was greeted with applause.  This parade had everything in 
it including a septic pumper truck. 
 
Monday thru Thursday heat and humidity came on in a big way with temps at the hundred degree mark.  
New pilots and students were the only ones to challenge the heat for flight supervised and instructed by 
Bill Kenyon.  Many others turned their attention to the many tasks of maintenance and repair needed 

around the airport. 
 
Most of the tasks on Tom Albrecht’s list were completed with the painting of the wood trim and window 
frames on the doors to the porch being painted.  This job far exceeded Mac’s estimated time schedule.  
Debbie Stobbe, Jim Sidway, Doug Laitinen, and Mac spent nearly a day and a half scraping, sanding, 
taping and painting.  Doug made some adjustments to the new kitchen door and one of the cupboard 
doors so they now close. 

 
This same group scraped and painted the front door to the clubhouse, the railing and the steps making 
our front entrance more appealing. 
 
Jim and Doug also spent many hours doing some much needed maintenance and adjustments on the little 
Blanik.  It was hard to tell who was doing the work unless you could recognize them by their legs as that 
was about all you could see of them either sticking out of the cockpit or from under the ship. 

 
While the Husky provided the power for our fleet, Bruce Stobbe, Randol Web, Kendall Toussaint spent a 
good deal of their time in hangar ten working on their “favorite baby”. 
 
Keith Crossley showed us his skill with the shovel filling in the depression created over many years by 
Clem’s treasured roller. 
 
Often overlooked by those of us who enjoy the many meals served are the ladies who perform this task.  
Much effort goes into the planning and preparation with many trips to town and the constant attempts to 
get a figure on how many will be at the table.  This number constantly grows but somehow we all have 
lots to eat. 
 
Friday the 9th again brought us another day of great soaring at 5,000 feet or better again the gentle 

winds allowed for traveling long distances without great concern as to our ability to get back home. 
 
On Saturday the rain came in and many of us left for home on Sunday. 
 
This year’s Encampment was a great success and enjoyed by all participating.  It was the best attended 
since we have been at Freehold Airport.  If you didn’t make it this year, don’t miss it in 2011. ◊ 
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Returnable Drink Container Reminder 

 

Tom Albrecht 

 

 

 

Shown in the above picture are some of the 
returnable drink containers that were deposited 
in the collection bins.   
 
Crushed returnable's cannot be redeemed for 
money that is added to the kitchen/dinner fund. 
 
Please make sure that your returnable containers 
are not crushed when putting them into the 
collection bins!  The guy that sorts and collects 
these would also appreciate you emptying the 
bottles of all liquid before you deposit them. 

 
If you are out on the flight line and have an 
empty returnable please bring them to the 
collection bins instead of throwing them out in 
the garbage can at the duty pilot trailer.   
 
We have one collection bin on the back porch of 

the clubhouse and the other bin is in the golf cart 
hangar. 
 
Thanks for your help! ◊ 

Grob Acro Aerobatics Class 

 

Tom Albrecht 

 

Saturday, July 3, 2010 Randol Webb kicked off a 
series of aerobatic training classes to Nutmeg 
members.  Randol talked about a number of subjects 
pertaining to aerobatic flight including glider 

aerodynamics and parachute egress procedures. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Here, Randol demonstrates 
the proper procedure for 
strapping into a parachute 
harness.  Below, Randol 
highlights an aerobatic 
maneuver. 

After the class attendees 

went out to the Grob 
glider and took turns 
practicing an egress 
from the glider with a 
parachute on.  Other 
members stood by to 
handle the canopy after 
it was ejected while 
Randol instructed.   
 
We learned that the 
correct procedure should 
a bailout be required is 

to first eject the canopy, 
unfasten the seat belt 
and shoulder harness, 
then jump clear of the 
glider and pull the rip 
cord.  

 

As you can see, some members got a little too 
enthusiastic about jumping out of a glider and 
pulling a ripcord!  - Jeff, keep an eye on this fella.◊ 
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NUTMEG SOARING ASSOCIATION 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
June 27, 2010 9:05 A.M. 

Freehold Club House 

 

 

 

 Randol Webb gave a report on his plan for aerobatic instruction.  This information is available on 
the Nutmeg web site.  Nutmeg Board of Directors voted to let this program go forward. 

 

 The funds for the gazebo have reached the point where the purchase can be made.  It was voted 
and passed to let Len Herman place the order.  Site prep will be done by the club members. 

 

 Insurance for hanger 10 will cover liabilityfor injury or damage to the building will cost 
approximately $3,600.00.  There are several questions that are not completely understood.  Len 
Herman will work on this with Costello Insurance and the subject will be revisited at the next BOD 
meeting. 

 

 It was voted and passed to make Winnie Kenyon an honorary member of Nutmeg in appreciation 
for all the work she has done for the club.  This presentation will be made during encampment. 

 

 Jim Sidway gave the BOD an overview of our finances.  We remain solvent. 
 

 Bruce Stobbe reported that work on the Pawnee has progressed.  Our gliders are due for their 
annual inspection in July.  The tie down for the “White Lightning” Blanik will be relocated during 
encampment. 

 

 Liability release forms will be discussed in detail at the next General Membership meeting. 
 

 Tom May will take one of the Blaniks to the Windham 4th of July parade if the needed help works 
with him on this.  It would be good publicity for Nutmeg and may attract new members. 

 
The meeting was adjourned at 10:40 A.M. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
Don “Mac” McKinlay 
Secretary 
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Flocks of Geologists - Windows Through 

Time 

 

Robert Titus 

 
Introduction for my airport readers: If you drive west 
on Rt. 23 to reach Freehold, you have quite likely seen 
groups of geologists alongside the road in Leeds. Maybe 
you have wondered what they were doing. Here is the 
answer.  
 
Dear Dr. Titus – I have been enjoying your columns in 

the Hudson-Catskill papers. I have a question. I wonder 
what so many college groups have been studying at the 
Leeds exit along Rt. 23? – WJM - Athens 
 
WJM: Thanks for the good question. Over the years I 
have heard this one from a lot of people. Anybody who 
frequently drives this stretch of the road in the autumn 
or the spring will have seen sometimes large groups of 
college students climbing over the rocks at this site. 
You will be interested to know that this is one of the 
great “geological tourist traps” of the American 
northeast. Any eastern geologist who is anybody in 
geology has been to this location. I wonder if I even 
know any geologist who has not been here. So, what is 

the big draw? 
 

 
 

The answer is that this outcropping displays something 
called an “angular unconformity” and this one is a very 
historic structure. Read on and learn about this peculiar 
feature. If you are going by sometime soon, you might 
want to stop and see for yourself that which captivates 
so many young geologists. If you do, you will see some 

interesting geology. 
    

The right (east) side of the outcrop displays what are 
called stratified sedimentary rocks. These are thick 
horizons of gray sandstone and black shale. Each layer 
of rock was once located at the bottom of the sea. 

That’s a most surprising observation. Look around. Do 

you see any salt water here? It does not look like 
the bottom of an ocean here, but it once was. 
That’s incredible but true. 
 

It has been so long, since the earliest geologists 
figured this out, that we have forgotten who first 
made this amazing deduction. That’s too bad, 
because this was not only one of the most 

important discoveries in the history of geology but 
of science itself. Look around and think about it. 
You are standing at what really was the bottom of 
a sea. These strata of sand and clay formed on 
that long-ago seafloor. Times have changed!  
    
But there is something else here and it is also 

important. Notice that the sandstone and shale 
strata are tilted, they are nearly vertical. When 
sediments are deposited on the floor of an ocean 
they are laid down in horizontal sheets. These 
strata should have stayed that way, but that is not 
the case here. Again they are nearly vertical. They 
must have come to be tilted and that’s where the 

story gets more interesting. Think about how 
heavy these rocks are and how much energy it 
would take to tilt them. The only processes that 
can lift and tilt such rocks are those of mountain 
building events.  
 

These rocks are from something called the 

Ordovician time period; they are about 450 million 
years old. That’s when North America was enduring 
a great collision with an eastern landmass much 
the size of today’s Japan. Collisions, of this sort, 
initiate chapters of downwarping. The crust folds 
downward and the seas flood the region. Those 
seas accumulated the sand and mud that hardened 
into today’s rocks. Then continued collision came to 
reverse the whole process and caused a massive 
mountain building uplift. All this is how those rocks 
formed, and how they were tilted and raised to 
above sea level. But, of course, there is more. 
 

The rocks on the left (west) side of the outcrop are 

limestones. They formed during a time that is 
called the Devonian Period and they are only about 
400 million years old. They formed in a shallow 
tropical sea and the rocks are rich in marine fossils.  
If you stop here, perhaps you can find a few.  This 
was the bottom of a second ocean! 
 

These too are stratified, but these strata dip to the 
left.  Once again, North America was enduring a 
collision with another Japan-sized land mass.  It 
was déjà vu. Once again, the crust was folded 
downwards and that is when the limestone formed. 
The downwarping would eventually be followed by 
uplift. That’s when the tilting occurred.  

The boundary between these two units of rock is 
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the part we call an angular unconformity. It represents 
a period of erosion that followed the first mountain 

building event and preceded the second.  
     
And that is the centerpiece of what we are looking at. 
This is a petrified record of two mountain building 
events. There is a lot of history here and young 
geologists come from all over to see it.  You can too.    
 

Do you have questions? Reach the author at 
titusr@hartwick.edu or write him at the Department of 
Geology, Hartwick College, Oneonta, NY 13820. 
 

 
Bob Titus and his wife, Johanna, live across the street from the airport 
at the east end of the runway. Bob is a professor of geology at Hartwick 
College. He writes geology columns for Kaatskill Life Magazine, the 
Woodstock Times, the Catskill Daily Mail and other local newspapers. 
He has been sharing with us previously published articles from these 
papers. If you are going flying in the Catskills or Hudson Valley Bob is 
always hoping to hitch a ride so that he might be able to shoot photos 

for his publications.  He is at 518-634-7647. 

mailto:titusr@hartwick.edu
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The Nutmeg Newsletter is the official publication of the Nutmeg Soaring Association, Inc. 

Edited by Bob Pett,  

27 Trumpeter Place, Slingerlands, NY  12159  

Phone: (518) 253-4859 
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